
DISRESPECT TO A NON COMMISSIONED OFFICER ESSAY

I am writing this essay because I disrespected a non commissioned officer. I do apologize for what I did and have said. I
have learned from my mistake and I see .

As soldiers, we are obligated to act on the loyalty we have for our U. Maybe this is because respect is not
clearly understood. The chain of authority is very fundamental in the military system. Then this soldier is also
doing the same things I am because he thinks he can. Then this soldier is also doing the same things I am
because he thinks he can. When your NCO are talking to you have to look them straight in the eye without any
facial movements. The makeup of an Army leader is a strong intellect, physical presence, professional
competence, high moral character, and serves as a role model. It also will take any free time you may have,
and can also limit your travel by telling you where you are allowed to go. Now because this behavior has been
passed on, the leaders will have a harder time dealing with their soldiers. Some people do not know how to
control themselves. All in all the military as a force would completely crumble as an organization and be
completely dysfunctional. This is broken down rather heavily throughout the article covering as many bases
and loopholes as possible it seems. Chapter four of the manual for court martial, aka mcm, includes and
expands on the punitive articles. American system of military embraces only one chain of command which is
parallel with NCO; however, NCO complements this chain through its support channels. In the United States
Military, there are rules and regulations you must follow, one of them being respect to a non commissioned
officer. I see respect as a universal characteristic. The non-commissioned officer support for the channel
mentioned above starts with the command sergeant major and ends with junior cadre of non commissioned
officer. He said he want one just to relax. Sometimes non commissioned officers help soldiers in many ways
and sometimes do not require acknowledgement except to see the soldier strive to success. Now the next thing
to do to respect NCO is your facial movements. All soldiers weather you are lower enlisted, an NCO, Warrant
officer or Officer we are all human first. Williams off post. To always watch out for them and always keep
their welfare in mind. Discipline is of the utmost importance in order to ensure the efficiency of the military
organization as a whole as well that of the individual units efficiency helps to ensure that goals are met and
that the highest level of preparedness is maintained at all times. Any person subject to this chapter who- 1
violates or fails to obey any lawful general order or regulation; 2 having knowledge of any other lawful order
issued by any member of the armed forces, which it is his duty to obey, fails to obey the order; or 3 is derelict
in the performance of his duties; shall be punished as a court-martial may direct. This is broken down rather
heavily throughout the article covering as many bases and loopholes as possible it seems. This is our duty.
Moreover, they train army soldiers in conducting unit operations as well as individual task. Respect started
with prehistoric bands of people, looking for experience and leadership, and remains today as we know it
within societies and militaries around the world. When they tell you something do it. The lesser included
offenses are lesser included offenses that a military court may still find and accused guilty of. I was told not to
drink with him at all. As a result, American non-commissioned officers today are helping in improving and
establishing of military force in ravished nations such as Iraq and Afghanistan.


